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Abstract 19 

Insight of the thermal characteristics and potential flame spread over lithium-ion battery (LIB) 20 

modules is important for designing battery thermal management system and fire protection measures. 21 

Such thermal characteristics and potential flame spread are also dependent on the different anode and 22 

cathode materials as well as the electrolyte. In the present study, thermal behavior and flame 23 

propagation over seven 50Ah Li(Ni1/3Mn1/3Co1/3)O2/Li4Ti5O12 large format LIBs arranged in 24 

rhombus and parallel layouts were investigated by directly heating one of the battery units. Such 25 

batteries have already been used commercially for energy storage while relatively little is known 26 

about its safety features in connection with potential runaway caused fire and explosion hazards. It 27 

was found in the present heating tests that fire-impingement resulted in elevated temperatures in the 28 

immediate vicinity of the LIBs that were in the range of between 200 
°
C and 900 

°
C. Such 29 

temperature aggravated thermal runaway (TR) propagation, resulting in rapid temperature rise within 30 

the battery module and even explosions after 20 mins of “smoldering period”. The thermal runaway 31 

and subsequent fire and explosion observed in the heating test was attributed to the violent reduction 32 

of the cathode material which coexisted with the electrolyte when the temperature exceeded 260 
°
C. 33 

Separate laboratory tests, which measured the heat and gases generation from samples of the anode 34 

and cathode materials using C80 calorimeter, provided insight of the physical-chemistry processes 35 

inside the battery when the temperature reaches between 30 
°
C to 300 

°
C. The self-accelerating 36 

decomposition temperature of the cell, regarded as the critical temperature to trigger TR propagation, 37 

was calculated as 126.1 and 139.2 
°
C using the classical Semenov and Frank-Kamenetskii models 38 

and the measurements of the calorimeter with the samples. These are consistent with the measured 39 

values in the heating tests in which TR propagated. The events leading to the explosions in the test 40 

for the rhombus layout was further analyzed and two possible explanations were postulated and 41 
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analyzed based on either internal catalytic reactions or Boiling Liquid Expansion Vapor Explosion 42 

(BLEVE). 43 

Key words: Lithium ion battery safety; Thermal runaway propagation; Self-accelerating reaction 44 

temperature; Semenov and Frank-kamenetskii models; Catalytic reactions and BLEVE. 45 
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Nomenclature 

A Pre-exponential factor (s-1) T0 Ambient temperature (K) 

𝑎0 Reactant characteristic dimension T1 Temperature of vessel before heating (K) 

Bi Biot number T2 Temperature of vessel after heating (K) 

Cp Specific heat (J g-1 K-1) Ta Ambient temperature (K) 

dH/dt Overall heat flow (W) Ts Surface temperature of cell (K) 

d Reactant diameter (m) TNR Temperature of no return (°C) 

ds Thickness of separator (m) Ting The ignition temperature (°C) 

dn Thickness of anode material (m) T0(n) Shell temperature at step n (K) 

dp Thickness of cathode material (m) TNR(n) Temperature of no return at step n 

dc Thickness of collector (m) V Volumn (m3) 

du Total thickness of a minimum unit in cell (m) V1 Volume of vessel before heating (m3) 

E Activation energy (J mol-1) V2 Volume of vessel after heating (m3) 

Ea Apparent activation energy (J mol-1) Greek letters 

∆𝐻n Reaction heat (J g-1) 𝜌 Average density (g m-3) 

HRR Heat release rate (mW) 𝜆 Heat transfer coefficient (W m-1 K-1) 

l Reactant height (m) 𝜆ave Average thermal conductivity of cell (W m-1 K-1) 

M Mass of reactant (g) 𝜆𝑠 Thermal conductivity of separator (W m-1 K-1) 

M0 Initial mass of reactant (g) 𝜆𝑛 Thermal conductivity of anode material (W m-1 K-1) 

n Reaction order 𝜆𝑝 Thermal conductivity of cathode material (W m-1 K-1) 

∆n Variation of the amount of gases after heating 𝜆𝑐 Thermal conductivity of collector (W m-1 K-1) 

P Pressure (Pa) 𝛿cr Frank-Kamenetskii critical parameter 

P1 Pressure of vessel before heating (Pa) 𝜒 Equivalent surface heat transfer coefficient (W m-2 K-1) 

P2 Pressure of vessel after heating (Pa) ε Emissivity (W m-2 K-1) 

qG Heat generation rate (J) σ Stefan-Boltzmann constant (W m-2 K-1) 

qL Heat dissipation rate (J) 𝜃 Nondimensionalized temperature 

rb Radius of cell   

r1 Radius of mandrel    

R Universal gas constant (J K-1 mol-1)   

R2 Variance   

S Surface area (m2)   

SADT Self-accelerating decomposition temperature (°C)   

SOC State of charge (%)   

t Time (s)   

T Temperature of system (K)   

 47 
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1. Introduction 49 

Lithium-ion battery (LIB), as a basic energy storage unit, has been widely used in various 50 

electronic equipment and energy storage systems up to the level of megawatts [1, 2]. Many efforts 51 

have been directed towards the studying of anode and cathode materials with the aim to improve 52 

performance as well as safety. The properties of Li4Ti5O12 (LTO) as the anode material have, in 53 

particular, been the subject of many recent studies. Its zero-strain insertion of lithium, no lithium 54 

plating with quick charging and high thermal stability compared with the carbon based anode render it 55 

is a promising candidate as the anode material for LIBs. However, the potential required for inserting 56 

Lithium into LTO is 1.5 V vs Li/Li+. This is higher than that for carbon based anode and not 57 

satisfactory to produce a lower voltage of the full cell, which means energy density of LIB with LTO as 58 

anode is to some extent limited, rendering it unsuitable for certain applications like electric vehicles 59 

[1-4]. However, some LIBs with LTO anode, such as the ones tested in this study, has found 60 

commercial applications in other areas, such as stationary energy storage.  Li(NixCoyMn1-x-y)O2 61 

(NCM) is a widely-employed cathode material for LIBs.  Comparing with other cathode materials like 62 

LiCoO2, LiFePO4 and LiMn2O4, NCM has higher specific capacity or energy density. NCM/LTO 63 

chemistry system for LIB is recognized to be a promising battery system owing to its longer working 64 

life and reliable cycling performance [5]. Furthermore, NCM/LTO battery not only has attractive 65 

performance in the form of coin cells, but also has excellent balance of high-energy, low temperature, 66 

and long-life performance as large format batteries [6].  67 

Despite the promising potential for a wide range of energy applications, LIBs also have some 68 

inherent safety issues which need to be addressed from design stage to reduce the propensity to 69 

thermal runaway induced fire and explosion accidents in storage, transportation and utilization [3, 4, 70 

7, 8]. Abnormal operating conditions such as thermal and electric abuse can easily lead to critical 71 
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failure of the LIB cells [9-20]. These abuse conditions can initiate a chain of exothermic reactions to 72 

cause temperature increase, which in turn accelerates the reaction rate [21, 22]. When this process 73 

becomes out of control, it could result in catastrophic ejection of gases or even combustion[23].  74 

Recently, some methods have been developed to analyze the safety of LIBs. Eliud et al. [24] 75 

proposed a state of safety function that includes the effect of many sub-functions such as voltage, 76 

temperature, or mechanical deformation. Beelen et al. [25] developed a more-accurate approach 77 

based the impedance temperature. Various safety measures have also been introduced including the 78 

relief valve, novel separator, flame retardant additives, current interrupt (CID) and positive thermal 79 

coefficient (PTC) devices to decline the possibility and severity of failure at cell level [26-30]. 80 

Despite the progress, the risk of cell failure is still relatively high and increases with the storage 81 

capacity of the battery system. In large scale energy storage systems, hundreds or thousands of 82 

batteries are connected either in series or in parallel. Failure of a single cell would result in heat 83 

transfer through conduction and radiation to the surrounding cells, and potentially induce the 84 

catastrophic propagation of thermal runaway in the battery module[31].  85 

A number of studies have been conducted on the fire hazard and failure mechanisms of LIBs. 86 

The failure of LIB is always triggered by successional exothermic side-reactions as breakdown of the 87 

solid-electrolyte interphase for the carbon based anode, melting of separator, cathode/anode reactions 88 

with electrolyte, decomposition of the electrolyte[32, 33]. Roth and co-workers in Sandia[34] 89 

investigated the thermal abuse performance of small 18650 LIB. They found that the thermal 90 

runaway response of LIB can be described as occurring in three stages marked by the temperature 91 

regimes: room temperature to 120 
o
C, onset of thermal runaway and 125 

o
C to 180 

o
C, venting and 92 

accelerated heating (smoke), 180 
o
C and above and explosive decomposition (flame). Liu et al. [35] 93 

measured the energy produced by flaming combustion and found that it is almost three times the 94 
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value of the energy generated inside the 18650 battery. Finegan et al. [36] tracked the evolution of 95 

the internal structural damage and thermal behavior during initiation and propagation of thermal 96 

runaway of 18650 LIBs by employing high-speed synchrotron X-ray computed tomography and 97 

radiography in conjunction with thermal imaging. These are all relatively small size LIBs. Large 98 

format batteries are more vulnerable and violent to thermal runaway as they contain more energy. 99 

Such batteries in high state of charge (SOC) have been found to emit jet fires following TR and 100 

present large temperature gradients from inside to surface when they failed [23, 37].  101 

In LIB based energy storage system, it is important to prevent TR propagation to neighboring 102 

cells. Several models and experiments have been developed to investigate TR propagation in battery 103 

packs [38, 39]. Spotnitz et al. [38] and Feng et al. [35] numerically showed TR propagation over 104 

battery packs under using the exothermic behavior of a single cell and an energy balance which  105 

accounts for radiative, conductive, and convective heat transfer modes of the pack. The mechanism 106 

of TR propagation between adjacent cells was attributed to the cell failure at elevated the 107 

temperatures when the contact surface temperature was above the onset temperature of TR. As 108 

commented by Lopez [31], due to heat transfer between the adjacent cells, factors such as the 109 

spacing between the cells and the tab configuration may both affect TR propagation. Additionally, 110 

the electrical connectivity was also found to have considerable influence [40].  111 

Despite the above important findings, the potential hazards of fire and its initiation in large 112 

format batteries have been largely overlooked by previous investigations apart very few publications 113 

[38,46]. Because of a larger interface between the cathode and anode as well as relatively high 114 

energy density, potential failure due to TR and its propagation could be more easily triggered, and if 115 

so more violent as well. The heat release rate (HRR) of combustion in the large format LIB they 116 

tested was measured as 1.7MW m
-2

 for a fully charged LiMn2O4/graphite cell. This is between the 117 
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HRR of gasoline and fuel oil [41]. Liu et al. [35] found that the maximum amount of energy released 118 

during flaming combustion was almost three times the amount of total energy inside the battery. The 119 

heat released during combustion is more likely to trigger TR propagation than heat transfer between 120 

the battery cells. In the meantime in large scale LIB applications which often has some confinement 121 

around the battery module, fire resulting from the TR of a single cell is likely to engulf the battery 122 

module and cause cascading effect.  123 

Feng et al.[42]and Roth [43] analyzed the critical condition of battery TR based on the onset 124 

temperature through accelerating rate calorimeter (ARC) or differential scanning calorimeter (DSC). 125 

However, the onset temperature only indicates the initiation of heat release, the TR of the battery is 126 

affected by many factors including cell configuration, electrode materials and heat dissipation.  127 

Hatchard et al. [44] proposed and verified a critical threshold for inducing TR through laboratory 128 

tests and numerical simulations. This was also independently verified by Lopez et al. [17]. 129 

Potentially, the critical threshold could be more accurate to explain the TR propagation between cells 130 

than the onset temperature. However, few other studies have addressed this issue to further its 131 

development and application. On the other hand, a thermal self-ignition theory exists and often used 132 

to analyze the thermal risk of chemicals. In this approach, the thermal features of the side-reactions 133 

between the materials are used to predict and evaluate the thermal behavior of the systems through 134 

various models and assumptions [45, 46]. While this kind of correlation between the thermal 135 

behavior of LIB cell and thermal features of materials was only studied through simulations[17, 44], 136 

the thermal characteristics of the LIBs measured by ARC and DSC can also be further processed to 137 

analyze the thermal risk according to this theory. This approach can potentially provide more 138 

accurate analysis as it can include the influence of the above mentioned factors including cell 139 

configuration, thermal characteristics of electrode materials and boundary conditions.  140 
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In the present study, full-scale heating tests of large format energy storage battery modules were 141 

conducted in an ISO 9705 Full-Scale Room Fire test apparatus. The thermal behavior over the 142 

battery module was analyzed through the measurements of temperature, mass loss, combustion heat 143 

release and video recordings. The heat flow and gas generation from thermo-chemical reactions 144 

inside the battery were studied using the C80 calorimeter. Separate tests have also been conducted 145 

with samples of the electrode materials and the data obtained were used to provide input to the 146 

classical Semenov [47] and Frank-Kamenetskii [48] models to analyze the critical temperature and 147 

delay time of the battery that induces a self-accelerating reaction until TR. This is the first time that 148 

such analysis has been conducted.  149 

 150 

2. Experimental set up and the instrumentation 151 

2.1 The batteries and materials tested 152 

Seven commercial 50Ah Li(Ni1/3Co1/3M1/3)O2/LTO LIBs with polyethylene (PE)/polypropylene 153 

(PP) double layer separators, which are 66 mm in diameter and 260 mm long, have been tested. The 154 

cells are new and bought from the manufacturer. These LIBs were cycled twice to full state of charge 155 

(SOC) by cell cycle meter. The cans of cells are made of aluminum of 1.64 mm thick; and sealed 156 

through laser welding. There are tabs and relief valves on both sides of the LIBs. The designed 157 

actuate pressure for the safety valve is 0.5 MPa. 158 

To obtain the thermal performance of charged materials, the materials same as test batteries need 159 

to be operated following the same procedure as described in our previous paper [49]. The cathode 160 

Li(Ni1/3Co1/3Mn1/3)O2 and anode Li4Ti5O12 disks were placed in the drying oven to be kept dry prior 161 

to the test. The electrolyte (ELE) is composed mainly of organic solvent (ethylene carbonate (EC), 162 

diethyl carbonate (DEC), dimethyl carbonate (DMC)) and LiPF6. The mixture of the electrodes, 163 
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electrolyte and separators were assembled in a CR2032 coin cell in the glove box and cycled to full 164 

SOC for three times by the cell cycle meter. The materials were then extracted from the fully charged 165 

cells and transferred into a high-pressure stainless steel vessel for thermal and gas generation 166 

analysis. 167 

2.2 The rig and its instrumentation   168 

The experimental facility is the same as used in our previous publications [26]. As shown in Fig. 169 

1, it mainly consists of an ISO9705 full-scale room fire test system, in which the heat release rate 170 

was measured through oxygen consumption. The rig is instrumented with digital video camera and 171 

Mettler electronic balance (METTLER TOLEDO XA32001L, 32.1kg capacity and ±0.1g accuracy). 172 

Temperatures were measured by 1 mm K-type chromel–alumel thermocouples with a response time 173 

of 1 s and ±1.5 ℃ accuracy. The schematic of the experimental set up is shown in Fig. 2. Four LIBs 174 

were arranged in rhombus and three in parallel layout to simulate the arrangement in practical 175 

situations. The cells were sieged by a steel mesh wire, which has a solid lower section of about 2 cm 176 

high from the base.  177 

 178 

 179 

A radiant heater was placed underneath to provide thermal aggression at a constant rate of 5 kW 180 

Fig. 1 Schematic of the experimental set up. 
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to the Number 2 (2#) LIB to mimic a fire environment. To exclude the influence of electric and heat 181 

transfer in the connecting rods, the electric power and connecting rods were not included in the tests. 182 

Some 33 mm thick fireproofing boards and gypsum boards were placed below the 1# and 4# LIBs to 183 

shade them from direct heating from the electric heater. A 12mm thick fireproofing board and a 9 184 

mm thick gypsum board were placed separately under the 5# and 7# LIBs to provide partial 185 

shielding from the heat flux from below and extend the ignition time as shown in Fig. 2. The 186 

thermocouples were distributed in three regions, i.e. the surface, next to the tabs of the LIBs and 187 

around the LIBs for transient temperature measurements as shown in Fig. 2a for the rhombus layout. 188 

More specifically, thermocouple numbered as 1, 4, 5, 7 and 8 were placed to measure the 189 

temperatures at several locations on the surface of the LIBs; thermocouple numbered as 2, 3, 6, 9, 10 190 

were used to measure the temperature of the tabs; additionally four thermocouple trees marked as A, 191 

B, C and D, were set at 85, 85, 85 and 225 mm away from the LIBs. The arrangement of the 192 

thermocouples for the tests for the three LIBs laid in parallel as shown in Fig. 2b was similar to that 193 

in Fig. 2a. 194 

 195 

(a)  196 
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 197 

 (b)  198 

 199 

To capture the sequence of events leading to thermal runaway of the NCM/LTO system and 200 

track the self-accelerating decomposition temperature, the CALVET micro calorimeter C80 was used 201 

to measure the heat flow released in the reaction of the electrode materials (NCM and LTO) in the 202 

presence of electrolyte at elevated temperature. The ranges for mass, pressure, temperature in the 203 

C80 experiments are 10 g, 350 bar and 300 ℃, respectively. Tand the uncertainty for pressure, 204 

temperature and heat flow measurements are ±0.86 bar, ±0.05 ℃ and ± 0.1 μw, which represent 205 

an improvement of almost 100 times in terms of sensitivity in comparison with the normal DSC. 206 

During the gas generation test, a pressure-sensitive transducer (Dynisco model PT435AH-5M-10/18) 207 

was used to monitor the variation of the pressure in the vessel. In line with the commercial battery, 208 

the mass ratio of electrode and electrolyte was set at 2:1. All the above operations except the cell 209 

cycling were carried out in the glove box to isolate the materials from air and water. The heating rate 210 

in the C80 test was set to limit the temperature increase to 0.2 
°
C per minute, and the temperature 211 

variation scale was set from 30 
°
C to 300 

°
C. 212 

3. Results and discussion 213 

3.1 The heating tests 214 

Fig. 2 Schematic of the battery and thermocouple arrangements: (a) four LIBs arranged in 

rhombus layout; (b) three LIBs arranged in parallel layout. The symbols A, B, C and D 

represent a series of thermocouples from side view. 
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3.1.1 Combustion behavior 215 

The combustion characteristics of the flame spread over the LIBs arranged in both rhombus and 216 

parallel layouts are shown in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively.  217 

 218 

 219 

 220 

Fig. 3 The sequence of events during the heating test of the LIBs in rhombus 

layout. The interval time between figure (f) and (g) is less than 0.02 s. 

(b) 

(c) (d) 

(e) (f) 

(a) 

(g) 
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221 

 222 

The sequence of events in the heating tests of the four LIBs in rhombus layout is recorded in Fig. 223 

3. The whole process can be divided into 4 stages marked by the ignition of the directly heated 2# 224 

LIB. In Stage I between 0~1601 s, the first jet flame emerged from the 2# LIB following the attack 225 

of the incident radiative heat flux which ignited the decomposition gases or electrolyte vapor. During 226 

Stage II between 1601 s~2760 s, TR was triggered in the 2# LIB at around 2210 s, resulting in a 227 

stronger jet flame as shown in Fig. 3c. Figure 5a shows that the HRR reached 22.3 kW at this point; 228 

and a sudden loss of 7% of the total mass from the combustible gases were recorded due to the TR. It 229 

can also be seen that the jet flame was partially constrained by the solid lower section of the wire 230 

mesh shown in Fig. 1. It ignited the 4# LIB, but the flame of the 4# LIB was not sufficiently strong 231 

to cause noticeable changes in the measured HRR. When the flame of the 4# LIB extinguished, the 232 

3# LIB self-ignited at 2655 s as shown in Fig. 3d. This was followed by the thermal runaway of the 233 

3# LIB. As shown in Fig. 3e, two jets of white and black smoke can be seen at each side  234 

Fig. 4 The sequence of events during the heating test of the LIBs in parallel layout. 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

(e) (f) 
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 235 

 236 

  237 

Fig. 5 Mass loss and heat release rate curves in two heating tests. (a) the rhombus layout; (b) the parallel layout. 
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Following the stable combustion which lasted around 120 s. A loss of nearly 5.2% of the total 238 

mass or 20.86% of the 3# LIB mass were recorded in Stage II, which mainly composed of the gases 239 

generated during the decomposition of the battery materials and additional electrolyte vapor burned 240 

during the processes. Stage III, which was between 2760 s~4011 s, can be regarded as a “smoldering 241 

period” with no visible flames or smoke ejection. During this period, the decomposition of the 242 

cathode materials in all LIBs continued, especially in the 4# and 1# LIBs, continuously generating 243 

combustible gases (mainly hydrocarbons) in the test section which mixed with the ambient air to 244 

form a premixed flammable mixture. While the temperatures were initially not sufficiently high to 245 

cause ignition, they were continuously increased by the released heat of the 4# and 1# LIBs. This 246 

created a hazardous environment with flammable gases premixed with air being raised to above its 247 

auto-ignition temperature. At the beginning of Stage IV from 4011 s~end, the 4# LIB exploded, 248 

destroying the experimental setup as shown in Figs. 3f and g. The HRR peaked at 65 kW at this 249 

moment and the mass loss measurement failed due to the explosion. About 2 minutes later, the 1# 250 

LIB also exploded.  251 

The sequence of events in the heating test of the three LIBs in parallel layout can also be divided 252 

into four stages marked by the ignition of the 6# LIB as shown in Fig. 4b during stage I from 0~1740 253 

s. In stage II between 1740 s~2400 s, the 6# LIB entered TR following around 540 s of stable 254 

combustion as shown in Fig. 4c. This caused 19.38% mass loss from the 6# LIB and 6.5% of mass 255 

loss from all the three LIBs. Stage III between 2400 s~2730 s was marked by the ignition of 7# LIB 256 

as shown in Fig. 4d. This triggered TR in the 5# LIB at 2690 s as shown in Fig. 4e, but the flame was 257 

blew off by the strong smoke flow. While the flow was limited by the lower solid section of the wire 258 

mesh and ignited by the flame from the 7# LIB. This limited jet fire of the 5# LIB heated the positive 259 

electrode of the 7# LIB and caused a violent ejection of black smoke with vast spark at around 2721 260 
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s as shown in Fig. 4f. The TR in Stage III caused 16.7% mass low from all the three LIBs. In stage 261 

IV from 2730 s, the flame and smoking extinguished slowly. 262 

3.1.2 The recorded temperature variations and distributions  263 

The measured temperature variations vs time during the two heating tests are shown in Figs. 6 264 

and 7. 265 
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 267 

As shown in Fig. 6 for the heating test of the LIBs in rhombus layout, the surface temperatures 268 

of the 1# and 4# LIBs were close to the ambient temperature in Stage I due to the shading of the 269 

boards. In Fig. 6b, the fire from the 2# LIB led to the increase of the tab temperatures of the 1# and 270 

4# batteries to 201 
°
C and 243 

°
C, respectively before descending gradually due to heat dissipation. 271 

During the TR of the 2# LIB, the violent jet flame ignited the 4# LIB with the surface temperature 272 

increased from 78.5 
°
C to 168 

°
C at 2254s and caused the temperature at the interface between the 2# 273 

Fig. 6 Temperature history during the heating tests of the four LIBs in rhombus layout: (a) Surface 

temperature; (b) Tabs’ temperature; (c) Ambient temperature in immediate surrounding region; and (d) 

Ambient temperature in the surrounding region.  
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and 3# LIBs in Fig. 6a to increase rapidly from 260 
°
C to 420 

°
C. Although the 3# LIB was subjected 274 

to heating through the interface with the 2# LIB and radiant heating from the flame, the 4# LIB was 275 

ignited ahead of it. A possible explanation was that thermal runaway of the 2# LIB induced a hot spot 276 

beside the relief valve of the 4# LIB; and resulted in a local pressure increase and triggered the relief 277 

valve. The flame induced fluctuations of the temperature in the immediate and surrounding areas are 278 

shown in Figs. 6c and d. At 8 cm from the burning LIB, the temperature reached between 247 
°
C and 279 

672 
°
C. The explosion of the 4# LIB caused a sharp increase of the temperature as shown in Figs. 6a 280 

and b, damaging all the thermocouples on the surface. Before then, the surface temperature of the 4# 281 

LIB increased from 120 
°
C to 192 

°
C in Stage III. The transient temperature distribution of the 1# 282 

LIB, which was placed symmetrically with the 4# LIB in relation to the 2# LIB, shows a very similar 283 

pattern.  284 
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 286 

It was noted that the maximum temperatures recorded in Figs. 6c and 6d are lower than that in 287 

Fig. 7 Temperature history during the heating tests of the four LIBs in parallel layout: (a) Surface 

temperature; (b) Tabs’ temperature; (c) Ambient temperature in immediate surrounding region; and (d) 

Ambient temperature in the surrounding region.  
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typical hydrocarbon fires. This was because the thermocouple locations were not exactly within the 288 

flame envelope. None of the thermocouples used in this study could record the temperature at the 289 

time of explosion as their response time was not sufficiently fast. 290 

The temperature history during the heating test of the LIBs in parallel layout is shown in Fig. 7a. 291 

It can be seen that during Stage I, the temperature rise of the 7# LIB was faster than that of the 5# 292 

LIB (3.3 ℃ min
-1

 vs 2.3 ℃ min
-1

). This was thought to be because the thinner gypsum board 293 

actually has better thermal insulation than the fire-proofing board. In stage II, it was found that the 294 

surface temperature of the 5# LIB exceeded that of the 7# LIB; and the temperatures on the cathode 295 

and anode tabs of the 6# LIB increased sharply reaching between 200 ℃ and 900 ℃ as shown in 296 

Figs. 7b and 7c. As described in the previous section, the jet fire from the 6# LIB was partially 297 

constrained by the small solid section of the wire mesh, the recorded temperature fluctuations in the 298 

surrounding regions recorded by thermocouples C5 and D5 are relatively small. As the relatively 299 

high temperature caused the fixing tape for the Number 4 thermocouple at the center on the surface 300 

of the 6# LIB to detach, the temperature at this point was not recorded. The occurrence of TR in the 301 

5# and 7# LIBs caused the surface temperature to increase rapidly from 222 ℃ to 384 ℃ and 200 302 

℃ to 443 ℃, respectively; and also induced a large fluctuation of temperature on the positive tab 303 

sides as well as in the immediate and surrounding regions as shown in Figs. 7b, 7c and 7d. 304 

3.1.3 Comparison and analysis 305 

During the heating tests of both LIB layouts, jet flames are observed and in the test for the 306 

rhombus layout, and two of the LIBs exploded. The current tests as well as previous tests all suggest 307 

that the TR in one LIB may or may not trigger TR in another LIB within the same battery pack. In 308 

terms of flame propagation, LIBs (including the gases released ruing decomposition) in the 309 

experimental setup can be regarded as discrete combustibles. In the following analysis, the time of 310 
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TR propagation to other LIB is defined as the time elapse from the ignition of the 2# and 6# LIBs. As 311 

shown in Table 1, the surface temperature at the time of ignition of the 2#, 5#, 6#, 7# LIBs range 312 

from 110 
°
C to 140 

°
C. These findings are consistent with that of our previous studies [23] in which 313 

the LIBs were heated by continuous thermal aggression. It can be seen that the surface temperatures 314 

at the time of ignition and TR propagation time of the 1#, 3# and 4# batteries are quite different. This 315 

is thought to be because the heating effect from the impinging fire greatly accelerates the 316 

thermochemical reaction inside the other LIBs. This finding contradicts the suggestion that flame 317 

heating had negligible effect on TR propagation [50]. With flame impingement, the total heat transfer 318 

from the flame to the LIBs consists of radiative, convective as well as conductive heat transfer. 319 

While in the previous case [23], there was only radiative heat transfer the magnitude of which is also 320 

dependent on the geometrical arrangement. In practice, fire-impingement could be a potential 321 

hazards for LIB applications in electric vehicles and energy storage in power stations. The 322 

temperatures of the tabs were found to be always around 12 
o
C lower than the surface temperature 323 

whether the particular LIB was on fire or not. In the case of the rhombus layout, the difference 324 

between the surface temperatures of the 1# and 4# LIBs was 43
o
C when the 4# LIB exploded during 325 

Stage III in the test. The maximum surface temperature was found to be quite lower than that of the 326 

LiFePO4/graphite and NCM/graphite batteries previously tested by the authors’ group [51] and others 327 

[50]. Except at the time of explosion, the HRR peaks were also found to be lower than these previous 328 

tests involving different cathode materials.  329 

  330 
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Table 1 Comparison of parameters associated with thermal and combustion characteristics 331 

No. 
Tign,sur/ 

Texp,sur (
°
C) 

Tign,tab/ 

Tign,exp(
°
C) 

Ignite 

Time(s) 
Tmax(

°
C) 

TR time 

(s) 
HRR Peak (kW) 

Mass loss ratio 

(%) 

1 --/-- --/-- -- 173 -- -- Exploded 

2 135/-- 116/-- 1593 466 0 14/13/22.3 20.9 

3 185/-- 178/-- 2626 425 1033 7.85 30.79 

4 78.5/192 73.7/149 2206 192 613 65 Exploded 

5 124.1/-- 181.1/-- 2299.9 384.4 548.9 -- 26.1 

6 128 135/-- 1740 -- 0 -- 41.6 

7 139.1 147.6/-- 2326 443.1 586 -- 29 

Ref. [23] 146.6 121/-- 1465 494 -- 38 28.9 
a. As no ignition occurred for the 1# LIB, its Tign,sur and Tign,tab were not detected. 332 
b. As the explosion of the 4# LIB destroyed all thermocouples in the surface region, the Texp, sur and Texp,tab of the 1# LIB were not 333 

detected. 334 
c. The Tign_tab only indicate the ignition temperature at the negative tab. 335 

Combining the video recordings of the explosion as shown in Fig. 3f, two possible explanations 336 

are postulated as the cause of the explosions of both the 1# and 4# LIBs at such relative low 337 

temperatures. One possibility is that these were thermal explosions due to catalytic reactions induced 338 

by the elevated temperature inside the LIB. This will be discussed further in the next section. On the 339 

other hand, the explosions might also be attributed to BLEVE [52]. As it can be seen from Fig. 3, the 340 

1# and 4# LIBs were engulfed in the flame during Stage II in the test, which heated the electrolyte 341 

(liquid). The boiling points of the solvent DMC and DEC are 90.8 ℃ and 118.13 ℃, respectively, 342 

both are below the LIB cell surface temperature during Stage III, i.e. the temperature of the 343 

electrolyte was well above its boiling point at atmospheric pressure. The boiling of the electrolyte 344 

would produce gases which take up far more space than the liquid, resulting in a pressurized liquid 345 

and gas mixture (PLG). At some point during Stage III, if the relief valve was suddenly activated due 346 

to the elevated temperature above this ‘superheat limit temperature’(SLT), there would be 347 

instantaneous and homogeneous nucleation, resulting in violent flashing of the electrolyte generating 348 

relatively large volume of flammable vapor as shown in Fig. 3g.  349 

A major difference between the present test and some previous tests in which the LIBs did not 350 
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explode could possibly be attributed to the difference format of heat impact on the LIBs [17]. In the 351 

previous tests [23, 51], the LIBs were heated by a continuous heat flux, which induced the 352 

decomposition of the electrolyte and the whole battery system went through thermochemical reaction 353 

at elevated temperature. While in the present test, the LIBs were impinged by flame in Stage II, 354 

which would have resulted in the decomposition of some but not all of the electrolyte. The 355 

decomposition continuously released extra heat to the remaining liquid electrolyte raising its 356 

temperature to above its atmospheric-pressure boiling temperature, and resulted in BLEVE in Stage 357 

IV.  358 

3.2 Thermal and modeling analysis of the thermal runaway propagation  359 

The thermal analysis of TR propagation below is based on the point that thermochemical 360 

reactions at elevated temperature is the main factors that induce the thermal behaviors of lithium ion 361 

battery. 362 

3.2.1 Thermochemical reaction and gas production tests 363 

The thermal behavior of LIB depends on the thermochemical characteristics of the materials 364 

inside. In order to understand the possibility of LIB explosions due to catalytic reactions induced by 365 

the elevated temperature inside the LIB and following on from our previous work [53], the heat flow 366 

and gas production of four main reactions [42] were tested separately by the C80 calorimeter mixed 367 

in the same proportion as commercial battery as shown in Fig. 8.  368 
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 370 

From the heat flow of NCM material in contact with electrolyte, it was found that a slow rise of 371 

the heat flow began from 150 
°
C and increased sharply from about 250 

°
C and reached the peak at 372 

282.8 
°
C. The maximum heat flow was 1162.8 mW g

-1
. At temperature above 270 

°
C, following the 373 

generation of gases from the thermochemical reactions, the pressure increased rapidly from zero to 3 374 

bar and ended at 5.74 bar in the cooling period. The rapid pressure variation was measured as 0.15 375 

bar per second in the vessel. The volume of the vessel is 3.5 cm
3
. According to the ideal gas law, the 376 

generation of the gases can be obtained: 377 

𝑃1𝑉1
𝑇1

−
𝑃2𝑉2
𝑇2

= Δ𝑛𝑅                                                            (1) 

where P1, V1, T1 are the pressure, volume and temperature of the vessel before heating. P2, V2, T2 are 378 

the pressure, volume and temperature of vessel after heating. Δ𝑛 is the difference in the amount of 379 

the gases in the vessel before and after heating. R is the universal gas constant.  380 

The above calculation indicated that the gas generation rate was around 1.24× 10−4  mol s
-1

 g
-1

, 381 

which was equivalent to 2.77× 10−3 L s
-1

 g
-1

 at atmosphere pressure. This means if the cathode 382 

material and electrolyte together amounts to 15% of the total mass of the battery (1800 g), the gas 383 

Fig. 8 Heat flow and pressure curves of the electrolyte, separator, cathode (NCM) and anode 

(LTO) in contact with electrolyte. The mass distribution for pressure tests: 62+33.8 mg for 

NCM+ELE; 100.8 mg for ELE; 67.9+33.6 mg for LTO+ELE; 6.9 mg for separator. 
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generation in this temperature can reach 0.748 L s
-1

. The rapid generation of the gases and heat has 384 

high potential to induce the explosion of the LIB. Roder et al. [54] found a phase transition of the 385 

layered material NCM towards a crystalline structure with a space group Fm3m under this 386 

temperature and proposed the overall decomposition reaction: 387 

NCM(𝑅3 −𝑚)
∆𝑇,𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣.
→      (Mn,Ni)O(𝐹𝑚3𝑚) + CoO + Ni + O2.        (1) 388 

The decomposition of the electrolyte has an endothermic process at 187.5 
°
C, and then turned to 389 

exothermic process. The pressure varied along with the two processes and reached 16.2 bar. The 390 

endothermic process is mainly considered as the open loop effect of the Lewis acid to EC and the 391 

elimination reaction of Lewis acid to solvent [21]. The exothermic process is attributed to the 392 

decomposition reaction of the carbonate ester. The endothermic process in the heat flow of the 393 

separator indicates the melting of the separator. The maximum pressure in this test reached 1 bar. The 394 

heat flow of lithium titanate in contact with the electrolyte shows a small peak at 94.7 
°
C, which is 395 

caused by the decomposition of the solid electrolyte interface (SEI) on the surface of lithium titanate. 396 

The maximum pressure reached 4.64 bar. It is interesting to note that the gas production is directly 397 

proportional to the quantity of the electrolyte. This is understandable as most of the gas components 398 

come from the reduction process and nucleophilic attacks of the electrolyte at elevated temperature 399 

[55]. The thermal characteristics of the whole battery materials shown in Fig. 9 can be explained by 400 

the above separated tests.  401 
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Fig. 9 Heat flow curve of whole battery materials (Reproduced from [53]) 

As shown in Fig. 8, thermal runaway and explosion of battery can possibly be explained by the 403 

violent decomposition of the NCM, represented by the heat flow, when it comes into contact with the 404 

electrolyte at 231 
°
C. The peak temperature in Fig. 9 is ahead of the peak shown in Fig. 8, this could 405 

be because the reaction intermediate of the LTO with the electrolyte accelerated the decomposition 406 

of the NCM.  407 

Assuming that the Arrhenius law can be applied to these thermochemical reactions, the rate of 408 

mass loss of the reactant can be defined for Eq. (1) following our previous analysis [56]: 409 

−
d𝑀

d𝑡
= 𝐴𝑒𝑥𝑝(−

𝐸

𝑅𝑇
)𝑀𝑛                                                         (2)  

where A is the pre-exponential factor, E is the activation energy of reaction, M is the mass of reactant 410 

and T is the temperature of reactant.  411 

At the initial stage, the consumption of the reactant can be ignored. The mass of the reactant 412 

could be assumed to equal to the initial mass M0 in Eq. (2). Multiplying the heat of reaction ∆𝐻, Eq. 413 

(2) can be transferred to the heat generation of the reaction: 414 

𝑞𝐺 =
d𝐻

d𝑡
= ∆𝐻𝑀0

𝑛𝐴𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−
𝐸

𝑅𝑇
)                                                (3) 

where 𝑞𝐺  is the heat generation rate of reaction and ∆𝐻 is the reaction heat. Following Kim et al. 415 

[43] and Hatchard et al. [44, 57], the reaction order (n) in the battery system is assumed to be 1.  416 
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Substituting n = 1 into Eqs. (3), the following can be obtained: 417 

d𝐻
d𝑡

∆𝐻𝑀0
= 𝐴𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−

𝐸

𝑅𝑇
)                                                          (4) 

Equation (4) can be transformed to (5) by taking logarithm: 418 

ln (

d𝐻
d𝑡

∆𝐻𝑀0
) = −

𝐸

𝑅

1

𝑇
+ ln𝐴                                                    (5) 

Plotting ln (
d𝐻

d𝑡

∆𝐻𝑀0
) versus 1/T, the slope and interception point of the curve can be used to 419 

calculate the apparent activation energy (Ea) and pre-exponential factor (A). This is shown in Fig. 10 420 

using the measurements in the present tests. The calculated reaction kinetic parameters of the three 421 

tests in Fig. 10 are listed in Table 2. 422 

 423 

Fig. 10 The variation of ln (
d𝐻/d𝑡

∆𝐻𝑀0
) with 1/T. (a) NCM+ELE; (b) LTO+ELE; (c) Total materials 424 
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Table 2 Chemical reaction kinetic parameters of thermochemical reactions 426 

Materials 

Onset 

temperature 

(°C) 

Peak 

Temperature 

(°C) 

Peaks 

(mW g-1) 

Total heat 

generation ∆𝐻  

(J g-1) 

Apparent 

activation 

energy E  

(kJ mol-1) 

Pre-exponential 

factor (A) 
R2 

NCM+ELE 218.54 282.76 1162.8 -538.34 126.75 1.5×1010 0.96 

LTO+ELE 103 214.3 12.3 -256.87 188 5.21×1019 0.948 

Total 116 231.2 72.26 -554.920 279 3.4×1030 0.911 

 427 

3.2.2 Modeling analysis of thermal runaway propagation 428 

Flame spread between discrete combustibles in a battery module is quite different from typical 429 

fire scenarios. As demonstrated experimentally in Section 3.1, the flame of the ignited LIB can affect 430 

the surrounding LIBs by heat conduction, radiation or flame impingement. It is difficult to quantify 431 

how much energy from the burning LIB can trigger TR in the neighboring cells. However, the 432 

critical temperature of the LIB that can accelerate the thermochemical reaction within the inner LIB 433 

and result in thermal runaway can be calculated using the Semenov and Frank-Kamenetskii models 434 

as shown in Fig. 11 [48, 58]. There are some silent differences between the two models. The 435 

Semenov model [65] assumes that the distribution of temperature is uniform in the system and the 436 

thermal exchange between system and ambient environment mainly happen on the surface. The 437 

Frank-Kamenetskii model [52] assumes that the distribution of the temperature in the system varies 438 

with space and time while the gradient of the temperature at the boundary is very small.  439 

The critical temperature is also defined as the self-accelerating decomposition temperature 440 

(SADT).  441 
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 442 

Fig. 11 The temperature distribution in Semenov and Frank-Kamenetskii models (Reproduced from [59]) 

The boundary condition could be expressed as: 443 

𝜆d𝑇

d𝑟
+ 𝜒(𝑇s − 𝑇a) = 0, 𝑟 = 𝑎0                                              (6) 

where 𝜆 is the heat transfer coefficient, 𝜒 is the equivalent surface heat transfer coefficient, Ts is 444 

the surface temperature of cell and Ta is the ambient temperature.  445 

The above equation can be non-dimensionalized as: 446 

d𝜃

d𝜌
+ 𝐵𝑖𝜃 = 0, 𝜌 = 1                                                             (7) 

where Bi is the ratio of the internal thermal resistance to the thermal resistance at boundary layer and 447 

it equals to 𝜒𝛼0/𝜆. In the Semenov model[47, 59], the Bi was close to zero. Thus, the boundary 448 

condition can be obtained from Eq. (7): 449 

d𝜃

d𝜌
= 0, 𝜌 = 1                                                                    (8) 

From the center to the boundary (0 < 𝜌 < 1),
dθ

dρ
 equals to zero. 450 

Equation (7) can be re-written as: 451 

1

𝐵𝑖

d𝜃

d𝜌
+ 𝜃 = 0                                                                    (9) 

In the Frank-Kamenetskii model [52], the Bi parameter approaches infinity. So, the boundary 452 

condition is 𝜃 = 0. At the center (ρ = 0), the temperature gradient (
dθ

dρ
) equals to zero. 453 

Assuming that the components of cells are in homogeneous distribution, the cathode, anode 454 

materials, separator and electrolyte compose of a minimum unit in large format LIB as shown in Fig. 455 

12[60]. Exponential approximation (reaction function f(θ) equals to 𝑒𝜃) is applied to the reactions 456 
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in both models.  457 

Table 3 The thickness and physical properties of the battery materials 458 

Materials NCM Separator LTO Al Foil 

Thickness, mm 0.1 0.025 0.1 0.024 

Density, kg m
-3

 1500 1200 3510 2702 

Thermal conductivity, W m
-1

 K
-1

 5 1 1.04 238 

 459 

Fig. 12 Schematic of the cross-section of a cylindrical lithium-ion single battery (Reproduced from [60]). 

Table 3 lists the thicknesses and physical properties of the battery materials. The overall heat transfer 460 

coefficient 𝜆ave was calculated through Matlab software following the formulations for composite 461 

cylinders as 1.64 W m
-1

 K
-1

:  462 

ln (
𝑟b
𝑟1
)

𝜆ave
=
ln (
𝑟1 + 𝑑s
𝑟1

)

𝜆s
+
ln (
𝑟1 + 𝑑s + 𝑑n
𝑟1 + 𝑑s

)

𝜆n
+
ln (
𝑟1 + 𝑑s + 𝑑n + 𝑑c
𝑟1 + 𝑑s + 𝑑n

)

𝜆c
 

+
ln (
𝑑1 + 𝑑s + 𝑑n + 𝑑c + 𝑑n
𝑟1 + 𝑑s + 𝑑n + 𝑑c

)

𝜆n
+
ln (
𝑟1 + 𝑑s + 𝑑n + 𝑑c + 𝑑n + 𝑑s
𝑟1 + 𝑑s + 𝑑n + 𝑑c + 𝑑n

)

𝜆s
+
ln (
𝑟1 + 𝑑s + 𝑑n + 𝑑c + 𝑑n + 𝑑s + 𝑑p
𝑟1 + 𝑑s + 𝑑n + 𝑑c + 𝑑n + 𝑑s

)

𝜆p

+

ln (
𝑟1 + 𝑑s + 𝑑n + 𝑑c + 𝑑n + 𝑑s + 𝑑p + 𝑑c
𝑟1 + 𝑑s + 𝑑n + 𝑑c + 𝑑n + 𝑑s + 𝑑p

)

𝜆c
+

ln (
𝑟1 + 𝑑s + 𝑑n + 𝑑c + 𝑑n + 𝑑s + 𝑑p + 𝑑c + 𝑑p
𝑟1 + 𝑑s + 𝑑n + 𝑑c + 𝑑n + 𝑑s + 𝑑p + 𝑑c

)

𝜆p

+
ln (
𝑟1 + 𝑑u + 𝑑s
𝑟1 + 𝑑u

)

𝜆s
+
ln (
𝑟1 + 𝑑u + 𝑑s + 𝑑n
𝑟1 + 𝑑u + 𝑑s

)

𝜆n
+ ∙∙∙∙∙∙⏞

i

+

ln (
𝑟1 + i ∗ 𝑑u + 𝑑s + 𝑑n + 𝑑c + 𝑑n + 𝑑s + 𝑑p + 𝑑c
𝑟1 + i ∗ 𝑑u + 𝑑s + 𝑑n + 𝑑c + 𝑑n + 𝑑s + 𝑑p

)

𝜆c

+

ln (
𝑟1 + i ∗ 𝑑u + 𝑑s + 𝑑n + 𝑑c + 𝑑n + 𝑑s + 𝑑p + 𝑑c + 𝑑p
𝑟1 + i ∗ 𝑑u + 𝑑s + 𝑑n + 𝑑c + 𝑑n + 𝑑s + 𝑑p + 𝑑c

)

𝜆p
                                                                                   (10) 

where rb is the radius of cell, r1 is the radius of mandrel that equals to 4mm, ds, dn, dp, dc are the 463 

thickness of separator, anode material, cathode material and collector, respectively, du is the total 464 

thickness of a minimum unit that equals to 2×( ds+ dn+ dp+ dc). 𝜆ave is the average thermal 465 
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conductivity of total materials inside the cell; 𝜆s, 𝜆n, 𝜆p, 𝜆c are thermal conductivity of separator, 466 

anode material, cathode material and collector, respectively. i is the layers of a minimum unit, equals 467 

to 56. Because the electrolyte infiltrated into electrode materials and separator, above calculation 468 

don’t contain the heat transfer of electrolyte. 469 

The thermal resistant on boundary layer is composed of natural convection and radiation. A 470 

parameter 𝜒 is defined as: 471 

χ = ℎ + 휀𝜎(𝑇s
2 + 𝑇a

2)(𝑇s + 𝑇a)                                             (11) 

where the natural convective heat transfer coefficient of air (ℎ) is between 5 to 25 W/(m
2
 K). The 472 

emissivity of cells (휀) should equal to the can (휀 =0.3); σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant 473 

(𝜎 = 5.67 × 10−8 W m−2K−4.  474 

When 𝑇s is 373K, the second term on the right hand side term in Eq.(10) was calculated as 475 

2.35 W m−2K−1. 𝜒 is taken 10 W m−2K−1. The following analysis of natural convection and 476 

radiation. The dimensionless Bi number of the battery can be obtained as: 477 

𝐵𝑖 =
10 × 0.033

1.64
= 0.2                                                     (12) 

When Bi parameter is between 0 and 0.2, it is feasible to calculate the critical temperature of the 478 

ambient air using the Semenov model [59]. In this case, the battery temperature is uniform in space 479 

distribution. As shown in Fig. 13, when the heat dissipation curve (qL) tangents to the exothermal 480 

curve (qG), the corresponding ambient temperature T02 is the SADT of the battery. The temperature 481 

of the tangent point E is named as the temperature of no-return (TNR).  482 
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 483 

Fig. 13 Illustration of thermal equilibrium in the Semenov model [59]. 

At the tangent point E, the heat generation is balanced by the dissipation: 484 

𝛥𝐻𝑀𝐴𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−
𝐸a
𝑅𝑇NR

) = 𝜒𝑆(𝑇NR − 𝑇0)                                  (13) 

Take differentiations of both sides of Eq. (13): 485 

𝛥𝐻𝑀𝐴𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−
𝐸a
𝑅𝑇NR

)(
𝐸a

𝑅𝑇NR
2 ) = 𝜒𝑆                                      (14) 

To calculate TNR, Eq. (14) can be solved by iterative method by re-writing it as: 486 

𝑇NR(n+1) =
𝐸a

𝑅𝑙𝑛(
Δ𝐻𝑀𝐴𝐸a
𝜒𝑆𝑅𝑇NR(n)

2 )
                                             (15) 

where TNR(n) and TNR(n+1) are the temperatures of no return at step n and n+1 during the iteration 487 

process.  488 

Substituting the above parameters into Eq. (15) and iterating for the temperature with the Matlab 489 

software, TNR = 131 
o
C is obtained. Dividing Eq. (13) by Eq. (14), the following is obtained: 490 

𝑅𝑇NR
2

𝐸a
= 𝑇NR − 𝑇0                                                           (16) 

Thus T0, which is also the self-accelerate decomposition temperature under Semenov model 491 

(SADTsem), can be obtained by: 492 
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SADTsem = 𝑇NR −
𝑅𝑇NR

2

𝐸a
= 126.1 ℃                                           (17) 

 493 

 494 

This result indicates that the battery would self-ignite when the ambient temperature exceeds 495 

126.1 
°
C. When the LIB is subjected to external heating or engulfed in a fire; the heat dissipation and 496 

thermal resistance at the boundary layer would sharply decrease, this could accelerate the internal 497 

reactions and reduce the delay time of thermal runaway. In this case, it could be more effective to 498 

regard the shell of the LIB as the boundary condition for the materials inside to calculate the critical 499 

temperature through the Frank-Kamenetskii model [52]. The SADT of the LIB indicates the lowest 500 

temperature of the shell that could induce thermal runaway of the inner materials. If the shell 501 

temperature is above the critical temperature and the time is also beyond the delay time of TR that 502 

from when cells satisfy the critical condition to thermal runaway, TR would propagate in the battery 503 

module as shown in Fig. 14. 504 

Frank-Kamenetskii model [52] and considering the internal heat transfer inside the LIB, the heat 505 

balance equation can be written as: 506 

𝜌𝐶p
∂𝑇

∂𝑡
= 𝜆ave𝛥𝑇

2 + Δ𝐻𝜌𝑛𝐴𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−
𝐸

𝑅𝑇
)                                    (18) 

where 𝜌 is the average density of the battery materials. Cp is the specific heat of the LIB. The 507 

Frank-Kamenetskii critical parameter 𝛿cr  is defined following Kamenetskii [58] to take the 508 

Fig. 14 Illustration of thermal runaway in a representative two cylindrical cell system. Cell 1 is under 

thermal runaway.  
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non-dimensionalised form of Eq. (18): 509 

𝛿cr =
𝑎0
2∆𝐻𝐸𝜌𝑛𝐴𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−

𝐸
𝑅𝑇0

)

𝜆𝑅𝑇0
2                                             (19) 

where T0 is the shell temperature which is equal to the self-accelerate decomposition temperature 510 

under Frank-Kamenetskii model (SADTF-K). 𝑎0 is the reactantive characteristic dimension of the 511 

object.  512 

The LIB sample is a cylinder of length (l) × diameter (d), and in this particular case 260 mm × 513 

66 mm.  514 

In such finite cylinder (l>d), the Frank-Kamenetskii critical parameter can be calculated by the 515 

following equation as 𝛿cr = 2.05 by: 516 

𝛿cr = 2.0 + 0.78(𝑑/𝑙)
2                 (20) 517 

To calculate the SADTF-K, Eq. (19) can be re-written as: 518 

𝑇0(𝑖+1) =
𝐸

𝑅ln (
𝑎0
2∆𝐻𝐸𝑐0

𝑛𝐴

𝛿cr𝜆ave𝑅𝑇0(𝑖)
2 )

                                                  (21) 

where T0(n) and T0(n+1) are the shell temperature at step n and n+1 during the iteration calculation. The 519 

average density of the battery materials is 𝜌 = 1832 kg m−3.  520 

Substituting the above parameters into Eq. (21) and iterating for the temperature, the SADTF-K 521 

of the NCM-LTO battery was found to be SADTF-K = 139.2 
°
C. It should be mentioned that, the 522 

SADT calculated by the Frank-Kamenetskii model is mainly appropriate for the situation that the Bi 523 

approaches infinity such as fire-engulfment. For other situations, the value should be higher. We can 524 

also calculate the SADT of the cell in two stages at different temperature regions by dividing the 525 

total reaction into two thermochemical reactions on the anode and cathode materials. This way, the 526 

total heat generation of the two electrode reactions should multiply 0.4 in a whole cell as only 40 527 
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percentage of the space in the cell generates heat according to the relative thickness of electrode 528 

materials. The SADTs of LTO and NCM electrodes in contact with electrolyte calculated by the 529 

Semenov model [65] are found to be 123.1 and 160.1 
°
C, respectively. While the corresponding 530 

values calculated by the Frank-Kamenetskii model are 142.6 and 196.6 
°
C. These results show that if 531 

the energy from the burnt battery is sufficient to make the ambient temperature over 126.1 
°
C or heat 532 

the surrounding batteries to 139.2 
°
C, and the time beyond the delay time of TR, TR would propagate 533 

from the failure cell to the surrounding cells although the thermal runaway progress of failure cell 534 

finished. Furthermore, if the module does not cool down before the shell temperature reaches 535 

196.6 
°
C or the surrounding temperature reaches 160.1 

°
C, it would be hard to halt the rapid 536 

generation of heat and gas due to the self-accelerating decomposition of NCM in contact with the 537 

electrolyte. From the results of their oven exposure tests and computational analysis, Lopez [17] and 538 

Hatchard et al. [44] commented that when the ambient temperature is beyond the SADT the battery 539 

system is in supercritical situation and the delay time to thermal runaway would decrease with the 540 

increase of ambient temperature. On the contrary, below the critical condition, it would be hard for 541 

TR to propagate between the battery cells and the TR delay time would approach infinity. 542 

During the heating test for the rhombus layout, the 4# battery exploded after nearly 20 minutes 543 

of flameless situation in stage Ⅲ. This could be attributed to the self-accelerating reactions inside 544 

the battery which are similar to smoldering combustion. These reactions continue to produce heat 545 

which further increased the temperature of the system. Figure 6 shows that the surface temperature 546 

of the 1# and 4# cells were between 120 
°
C and 130 

°
C after all the flames extinguished. These are 547 

close to the above SADTs predicted by the Semenov [47] and Frank-Kamenetskii models [48]. It 548 

should be bearing in mind that there are some underlying model assumptions which would affect the 549 

accuracy of the predictions. Both models were developed for a single reaction system. When it is 550 
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applied here, the multiple reactions in the LIB is treated as an overall reaction and homogeneous 551 

distribution of the cell materials is assumed. In addition, the calculation was based on the C80 552 

experiments data with a heating rate of 0.2
o
C/min. It is known that the heating speed affects the onset 553 

temperature of the reactant, which would in turn influence the calculation of the pre-exponent factor 554 

and activation energy. More experiments with different heating rates and thermal abuse tests as ARC 555 

and hot box will be useful to improve the calculation and even refining the models. 556 

4. Conclusions 557 

The thermal and combustion characteristics of flame propagation over the battery module were 558 

investigated through heating tests of large format LIBs arranged in rhombus and parallel layouts. 559 

Such batteries have already been used commercially for energy storage while relatively little is 560 

known about its safety features in connection with potential runaway caused fire and explosion 561 

hazards. It was found in the present heating tests that flame heating had considerable effects on TR 562 

propagation. Different from previous tests in which the LIBs were subject to continuous constant 563 

heating, the impingement of the fire aggravated the combustion behavior and even induced explosion 564 

after a “smoldering period” in stage III of test for the rhombus layout. The relatively large 565 

fluctuations of temperature in the immediate surroundings between 200 
o
C and 900 

o
C greatly 566 

accelerated the thermochemical reaction inside the LIB, resulting in rapid temperature rise 567 

electro-chemical reactions inside the cathode and anode materials. The events leading to the 568 

explosions in the test for the rhombus layout was further analyzed and two possible explanations 569 

were postulated and analyzed based on either internal catalytic reactions or BLEVE. The later was 570 

thought to be a possibility as the measured LIB cell surface temperatures were higher than the 571 

boiling points of the electrolyte liquid. The resulting boiling of the electrolyte would produce gases 572 

and increasing of the internal pressure, activating the relief valve and producing violent flashing of 573 
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the electrolyte.  574 

In order to explore further the possible cause of the explosions due to catalytic reactions, thermal 575 

and gas generation analysis through separate tests of samples of the anode and cathode materials 576 

have revealed that a series of reactions could prevail inside the LIBs tested. The sudden 577 

transformation from the stable flame to radical ejection or even explosion during the combustion was 578 

likely caused by the reaction between the NCM and electrolyte when the temperature exceeded 579 

260 
°
C, resulting in rapid generation of heat (1162.8 mW g

-1
) and gases (2.77×10

-3
 L s

-1
 g

-1
). In order 580 

to estimate the minimum temperature required to induce TR in the LIB and trigger self-ignition, the 581 

classical models of Semenov [47] and Frank-Kamenetskii [48] have been applied for the first time to 582 

shade further light on the thermal runaway of LIB and TR propagation. The SADTsem and SADTF-K 583 

were calculated as 126.1 
o
C and 139.2 

o
C, indicating that slow self-accelerating reactions, similar to 584 

smoldering combustion, occurred inside the 1# and 4# cells in the “smoldering period” before the 585 

batteries exploded. This finding suggested that there could be potential of TR propagation over 586 

neighboring cells when the critical condition based on SADT was reached. The small discrepancies 587 

between the measured cell surface temperatures and the predicted SADT by the two models could be 588 

possibly attributed to the underlying assumptions in the two models and the fact that the 589 

temperatures measured were on the LIB cell surface while the temperatures inside the LIBs could be 590 

higher and closer to the predictions of the two models. 591 

The above new insight of TR and TR propagation can aid the design of the pre-warning system 592 

in large scale energy storage systems using LIBs. For example, fireproof and heat insulation 593 

measures could be used to prevent the temperature of the cell to reach the critical condition. 594 

Firefighters should also be cautioned about the potential of TR propagation and even explosions in 595 

battery modules after the initial fire appears to be extinguished. Moreover, the results also suggest 596 
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that the materials with slower and fewer heat generation should be safer because their higher critical 597 

temperature, which can delay the time to TR.  598 

Although the pioneering analysis using the Semenov [47] and Frank-Kamenetskii [48] models 599 

were conducted with the NCM/LTO large format battery, the methodology could be applied to 600 

analyze other LIBs. Being relatively simple, the computational efficiency was also an advantage over 601 

detailed numerical simulations.  602 
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